Thermalabs Spray Tan Tent Launches in Europe
Thermalabs popular spray tan tent is now available in the European market
March 23, 2017 (FPRC) -- Spray Tan Tent, a popular spray tanning shelter by Thermalabs, is now
available in the European market. Thermalabs today said that this product will be available to
customers in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, and a handful of other European
markets. This move comes a time when the company is working to boost its global market. Over the
last few months, Thermalabs has launched all sorts of products from beach tents to tanning
machines in the UK and other European markets.
Thermalabs is a premier manufacturer of self-tanning accessories based in the United States. The
company is popular for its highly organic range of self-tanning lotion, as well as its universal tanning
accessories. Some of the most popular launches by Thermalabs include the Original self-tanner, the
Ultimitt tan applicator mitt, the Protectan sunscreen lotion, and a range of other products. The
original self-tanner was a tanning formulation based on organic ingredients such as Aloe Vera,
green tea, and Olive oil. On the other hand, the Ultimitt is a tanner applicator mitt that works with all
brands of self-tanners, not just Thermalabs. The product works to eliminate problems common with
traditional tanning sponges. According to Thermalabs, the Protectan sunscreen lotion is a
moisturizing lotion that also protects the skin from the sun’s harmful radiation.
So far, Thermalabs has furnished the market with nearly three dozen different products. The
company has also segmented into three distinct sub-brands. Thermalabs supremasea is the
sub-brand in charge of the company’s skincare products that are based on Dead Sea salt. Tent
World, the company’s second sub-brand, manufactures classic outdoor shelters. Thermalabs
Organic Healthcare creates healthcare products by relying on the teachings of the Rambam, a
preeminent Jewish physician who lived over 100 years ago.
Thermalabs Spray Tan Tent serves a shelter where people can spray tan without having to worry
about messing up the environment. The tent is available in a variety of colors, and is large enough
to fit all users. Thermalabs has also said that this product can be opened or folded easily after use.
The tent works with all types of spray tanners available in the market.
A marketing coordinator at Thermalabs, Alex Howard, said, “Moving forward, our spray tan tent will
be available in the European market. Customers in the UK, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and a
few other countries will be able to access this product from online marketplaces such as Amazon.
We are also working on having our tanning products available in Asia and many other promising
markets. Thermalabs goal is to furnish its users with top quality products that help them look more
beautiful, but without putting health considerations on the altar…”
Contact Information
For more information contact James McCoy of Thermalabs (http://www.thermalabs.com/)
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You can read this press release online here
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